Fort Drum Tagged Deer
2016 Harvest Guidelines

Do Not Shoot Deer with Large Orange Ear Tags

• Deer with large orange ear tags will have been captured just before or during the fall season. The narcotics used in their capture will not be out of the meat for at least a part of the fall season.
• If they are accidentally shot, they are a legal take and will be checked in as normal but may not be consumable. Look at date on the inside of the ear tag.
• Ignoring the consumable date may lead to getting sick and failing drug tests.

All Deer with Radio-Collars, Large White Ear Tags, or Any Color Small Button Ear Tags are Safe to Shoot this Fall.

• Deer with large white ear tags like in pictures A & B are safe to harvest
• Any deer with a collar is safe to harvest (Brown-A, White-B, or Expandable-B & C)
• Any deer with small button tags like the fawns in B & C are safe to harvest
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